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Who is your favorite Author and why?

I like multiple authors like L.M. Montgomery,
Brandon Mull, and E.B. Stevens. I like these
authors because of the way they write their
books, and also because of the genre they
make their books to be.

What genre do you prefer to read?

I prefer to read Fantacy books with fairies
and magical things.

Where do you learn about books you
might want to read in the future?
People recommended books that I
should read. Also my mom gives me
recommendations.

Where do you like to read best?

I like to read in my bed or a comfy couch.

R E A D

nne of Avonlea by L.M. Montgomery, tells
a story of Anne becoming a grown up and
having more responsibilities. At the age of 16,
Anne is a new school teacher with a new class.
She takes up the responsibilities of adopting
two children named, Dora and Davy, and also
running a neighborhood improvement society.
Anne realizes that she wants everyone to love
her but that’s not the case.
Anne is starting her new job at the Avonlea
school and wants all her students to like her but
she realizes that all but one do. She tries to win
the boy’s affection by treating him with respect,
but she wins his trust by doing something she
never wanted to do. Later she adopts two children named Davy and Dora, who have very
opposite personalities. Davy is getting into a lot
of mischief and Dora is almost always having
the mischief done to her. Anne also meets a new
friend in a place called Echo Lodge.
Overall, I liked this book and would recommend the book to anyone who likes a good story. Although this book was good, it was a little
hard to read because of the bigger words.
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